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Students: Use these sentence frames as a suggested reference. (You will not be able to write 
directly into the Adobe document, and must complete your writing on a Google doc.) 
 
Please note, you are not obligated to be glued to the specific wording here, but I anticipate many 
of you needing guidance on this process.  If you wish to use alternate words, consult a thesaurus, 
online, or hard copy.  Additionally, this format lends itself to be rather formulaic and choppy.  
Remember to go back and then vary sentence length, and begin sentences in creative ways.  The 
more originality of your own wording (changing my own words here), and the more varied 
your sentence structure the better your grade will be. 
 
Alternatively, or to assure originality of writing, write your analysis paragraph, and then go 
back and read through this form to make sure you’re on the right track. 
 

When you run in a dash (  /  ), this means that you choose which phrase to include.  

Words in brackets [      ] are things you need to put in yourselves. 

Words in parenthesis (        ) are suggestions on what to write. 

 
 
Sample Student 

Mrs. Dewey 

English I, Period 3A 

16 November 2016 

Darkened Sadness 

In James Hurst’s short story, “The Scarlet Ibis” the author utilizes  [adjective +lit device] 

______________________________ throughout the story to in order to characterize Brother/ 

Doodle, a [describe who this characters is], as (describe his characteristic you will discuss) ___ 

_______________________________ and to help/ teach/ reveal to readers _______________ 

___________________________________________________________________________.  

The first example of [adjective + literary device] that Hurst uses can be seen when (describe 

context in story): ____________________________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________________.  

(Provide transition word/ phrase + lead-in to quote, and quote here, with page number, in 

parenthesis): ___________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________	  

____________________________________________________________________________. 

What this means/ What Doodle/ Brother meant by this is (provide paraphrase of quotation): 	  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________.

This shows Brother/ Doodle to be (describe characteristic) ______________________________ 

because (explain why, based on the lit device—look at my circle diagram for help): __________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Additionally, this teaches readers/ reveals to readers/ allows readers _______________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

specifically through the use of [note literary device] because _____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

An additional example of [adjective + lit device] can be seen in the story when ______________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

(Now, provide a brief context/ summary of what’s going on in the story): __________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________. 

(Provide transition word/ phrase + lead-in to quote, and quote here, with page number, in 

parenthesis): ___________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________	  

____________________________________________________________________________. 

In other words, (provide paraphrase of quotation): _____________________________________	  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________.

This reveals that Brother/ Doodle is (describe characteristic) ____________________________ 

because (explain why, based on the lit device—look at my circle diagram for help): __________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Additionally, this teaches readers/ reveals to readers/ allows readers _______________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

specifically through the use of [note literary device] because _____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

Therefore, since readers can see that (what can you see?  Explain how either Brother or Doodle 

is characterized, and how the literary device you’ve chosen makes this clear) ________________ 
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______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________, and ultimately, this allows readers/ teaches readers 

(what is the purpose of Hurst writing “Ibis”?  Refer back to what you’ve already mentioned 

throughout this writing piece.) ____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________. 

 
	  


